
THE BODLEAIN LIBRARY

I°) Introduction:

The bodleain library is the main research library of the  university of Oxford, and is one 
of the oldest library in Europe.
The library occupies a group of five buildings near Broad street. It includes 3 other 
libraries:    

–   The Bodleain Law library
–   The Bodleain Japanese Library
–   The Bodleain Library of commonwealth and African studies

II°) History:

The first built library  who have existed in Oxford was founded in the fourteenth century but 
the Bodleain has continuous history since 1602. The word “Bodleain” is the unofficial 
name of the library. In fact, it's the Bodley's library: name of Thomas Bodley, the men 
who opened the library.
He died in 1613 but the future expansion of the library being planned. The Bodleain 
collection grew so fast that the building was expanded between 1610-1612 and again in 
1634-1637.
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III°) The school quadrangle:

The school quadrangle was built between 1613 and 1619. It forms the main entrance to 
the library, and is named Tower of the five orders. The tower is so named because it 
ornamented with the columns of each five orders of classical architecture:

– Doric
– Tuscan
– Ionic
– Corinthian
– Composite

The fives columns in the quadrangle

IV°) 17  th   century to now:  

In 1753, the bodleain library was the national library of England. The Bodleain and the 
Royal library were the most extensive book collections in England. By the late 18 th, the 
library requiered more expansion space.In 1860, it was allowed to take over the adjacent 



building: The Raddcliffe camera . 

In 1861, the library's medical and scientific collections were transferred to this building.
An other building was handed over in 1975: The Clarendon building.
Today it provides office and meeting space for senior members of staff.



Now the bodleain Group cares for 11 millions items and it's the second largest library 
in UK ( behind the British library).
The continued growth of the library has resulted in a severe shortage of storage space. 
Over 1.5 million items are currently stored in locations outside Oxford, including a disused 
salt mine in Cheshire .

 

In 2007 and 2008, in an effort to obtain better and more capacious storage facilities for the 
library’s collections, Oxford university library service (OULS) tried to obtain planning 
permission to build a new book depository on the Osney Mead site, to the south east of 
Oxford city centre. 
However, this application was unsuccessful and a book storage facility is now being 
constructed on a site in Swindon. There are also plans to remodel the New Bodleian 
building, to provide improved storage facilities for rare and fragile material, as well as 
better facilities for readers and visitors.


